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SCREEN 508 – Emolument Payment Entry 
 
Effective Thursday, March 1, 2012, Screen 508 can now be used to enter both non-recurring (one time) and 
recurring emoluments. The Recurring field has been added to indicate the emolument type.  ‘N’ sets the screen to 
non-recurring mode and ‘Y’ sets the screen to recurring mode. 
 
‘N’ - Non-Recurring (one time) Emoluments: 

 

 
 
Entering ’N’ in the Recurring field sets the screen to non-recurring mode.  The locations of the Pay Cycle and Pay 
Date fields have been changed. Otherwise, the screen functions as it did previously. Once entered, Non-
Recurring Emoluments must be edited via the payroll screens and are valid only for the pay date entered.  
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‘Y’ – Recurring Emoluments: 
 

 
 
Entering ’Y’ in the Recurring field sets the screen to recurring mode.  In recurring mode, Start and Stop Dates are 
entered for each emolument instead of entering a Pay Date.   
 
The recurring emoluments are stored in a database. A batch process (Pre-Validation for BW payroll and 
PAYRL02 for monthly payroll) is executed two to three working days prior to the payroll calculation to build the 
sources in the Permission to Pay (P2PAY) database. The pay date being processed will be compared to the start 
and stop dates and the pay cycle for the recurring emolument to determine which recurring emoluments will have 
a source generated.  An error report and a report of the sources generated will be produced. Changes made on 
Screen 508 prior to the batch process will be picked up when the P2PAY sources are created.  Once the sources 
are created, they can be edited using the regular Payroll Maintenance (5**) screens. Changes made to 
emoluments in Payroll Maintenance will not update the recurring emolument database.  
 
 
Please email BCSSupport@tamus.edu with problems or questions.  
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